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Abstract Crustal faults accommodate slip either by a succession of earthquakes or continuous slip, and
in most instances, both these seismic and aseismic processes coexist. Recorded seismicity and geodetic
measurements are therefore two complementary data sets that together document ongoing deformation
along active tectonic structures. Here we study the influence of stable sliding on earthquake statistics.
We show that creep along the San Andreas Fault is responsible for a break of slope in the earthquake size
distribution. This slope increases with an increasing creep rate for larger magnitude ranges, whereas it
shows no systematic dependence on creep rate for smaller magnitude ranges. This is interpreted as a deficit
of large events under conditions of faster creep where seismic ruptures are less likely to propagate. These
results suggest that the earthquake size distribution does not only depend on the level of stress but also on
the type of deformation.

1. Introduction

The earthquake size distribution of seismic moment is the most widely used and best documented power
law relationship in the mechanics of earthquake faulting. Using the magnitude of earthquakes instead of the
seismic moment, it follows in almost all cases the well-known Gutenberg-Richter (GR) law [Gutenberg and
Richter, 1944]

log10(N) = a − bM, (1)

where N is the number of earthquakes with a magnitude larger than M and a and b are two positive constants.
The a-value measures the productivity which depends on the space-time window of observation. The slope b
is a scaling parameter which is of critical importance in seismic hazard assessment as it theoretically gives the
characteristic recurrence time of large and rare events with respect to the rate of smaller and more frequent
earthquakes [Wiemer and Wyss, 1997].

The typical b-value is close to 1, but values ranging from 0.3 to 2.5 have been reported in the literature [El-Isa
and Eaton, 2014]. Some of these variations may be artifacts of incomplete catalogs or method of computa-
tion [Mignan and Woessner, 2012]. Nevertheless, multiple observations show significant temporal and spatial
variations of b-value which have been attributed to changes in stress condition [Scholz et al., 1986; Wyss et al.,
2004], loading rate [Amelung and King, 1997; Wiemer and Wyss, 1997], and structural or compositional proper-
ties [Wyss et al., 2004]. Commonly, low b-values are associated with high stress [Schorlemmer et al., 2005], low
loading rate [Tormann et al., 2014], low heterogeneity [Mogi, 1962], and small fractal dimension of the seis-
mogenic faults surface [Aki, 1981; Legrand, 2002]. However, the negative dependence on the level of stress is
the strongest among the others, and it is now commonly admitted that variations in b-value can be used to
assess relative changes in the level of stress [Narteau et al., 2009].

Although the GR law continues to be validated in a wide range of conditions, a number of observations sug-
gest also that the earthquake size distribution may have significant deviation from a single power law model.
For large magnitudes, characteristic earthquakes with a higher rate than predicted by the GR law have been
proposed [Schwartz and Coppersmith, 1984; Wesnousky, 1994]. Such a distribution peaked at a single magni-
tude is not statistically confirmed, and in the vast majority of cases, the GR law cannot be rejected in favor
of a characteristic earthquake model [Naylor et al., 2009]. Alternatively, a lack of large earthquakes due to a
limited extent of the downdip width of the fault has been proposed [Romanovicz, 1992; Main, 2000]. At the
lower end of the magnitude range, a deficit of small events was reported in the number of studies focus-
ing on catalog completeness [Rydelek and Sacks, 1989; Taylor et al., 1990]. Along creeping faults, a deviation
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Figure 1. Creep rate and break of slope in earthquake size distributions along the SAF system. (a) Seismicity along the
central segment of the SAF (Northern California Earthquake Data Center (NCEDC) earthquakes used in this study are
shown in blue). (b) Surface creep rate measurements (black diamonds), bM1.5-values (blue dots), and bM2.8-values (red
dots). Error bars are standard deviations obtained by bootstrap resampling. Changes in earthquake size distributions
according to creep rate along the SAF system: (c) low creep rate <10 mm/yr, (d) moderate creep rate from 10 to
20 mm/yr, and (e) fast creep rate >20 mm/yr. The two magnitude ranges shown in Figure 1b are highlighted with the
same colors. Insets show the dependence of the b-value on the lower cutoff of magnitude for overlapping magnitude
ranges of width 1.2.

from scale invariant distributions has been associated with aseismic slip in the earthquake nucleation phase
[Heimpel and Malin, 1998], which may result in an apparent deficit of smaller events [Tormann et al., 2014]. Here
we concentrate on the dependence of the earthquake size distribution on creep rate along the San Andreas
and Hayward-Calaveras fault systems. We do not consider a single power law regime; instead, we study the
evolution of the b-value over two consecutive magnitude ranges to isolate the impact of fault coupling on
earthquake statistics.

2. Creep Rate Along the San Andreas Fault System

In Northern and Central California, the Calaveras, Hayward, and San Andreas fault systems accommodate a
significant fraction of the dextral motion between the North American and Pacific plates (Figures 1a and 2a).
Individual faults have locked and creeping sections with well-documented creep rate [Weldon et al., 2013].

Along the San Andreas Fault (SAF), two major earthquakes ruptured the central and northern segments in
1857 and 1906, respectively. At the present time, these two segments are almost aseismic, and the entire plate
interface appears to be fully locked to a depth of about 20 km. Between them lies the creeping section of the
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Figure 2. Creep rate and break of slope in earthquake size distributions along the Hayward-Calaveras fault system.
(a) Seismicity along the Hayward and Calaveras faults (NCEDC earthquakes used in this study are shown in blue).
(b) Surface creep rate measurements (black diamonds), bM1.5-values (blue dots), and bM2.8-values (red dots). Error bars
are standard deviations obtained by bootstrap resampling. Changes in earthquake size distributions according to creep
rate along the Hayward and Calaveras faults: (c) low creep rate <10 mm/yr and (d) moderate creep rate from 10 to
20 mm/yr. The two magnitude ranges shown in Figure 2b are highlighted with the same colors. Insets show the
dependence of the b-value on the lower cutoff of magnitude for overlapping magnitude ranges of width 1.2.

SAF. At its northern end, where the ML 7.0 Loma Prieta earthquake occurred in 1989 [Waldhauser and Schaff ,
2008] , the creep rate is close to zero (0–140 km in Figures 1a and 1b). Southward, till the junction with the
Calaveras faults, the SAF exhibits a constant creep rate of 12 ± 2 mm/yr (140–190 km in Figures 1a and 1b).
The maximum surface creep rate of 25 ± 5 mm/yr is detected in the southern part of the creeping section
(190–280 km in Figures 1a and 1b). In the Parkfield section, where a Mw 6.0 earthquake occurred in 2004, the
creep rate decreases rapidly from 25 mm/yr to zero (280–310 km in Figures 1a and 1b).

Along the Calaveras fault, the creep rate data are more scattered. A moderate surface creep rate of 10±3 mm/yr
is currently observed north of the junction with the SAF (120–160 km in Figures 2a and 2b). Where the ML 6.2
Morgan Hill earthquake occurred in 1984, the geodetic measurements show strong dispersion suggesting
that the fault is partially locked (70–110 km in Figures 2a and 2b). Northward, the Hayward fault is creeping
along all its length with a slow rate of 5 ± 2 mm/yr (0–70 km in Figures 2a and 2b). This is one of the best
documented examples of continuous creep along a major plate boundary.

3. Break of Slope in Earthquake Size Distribution and Creep Rate

In addition to these creep rates, the Northern California Earthquake Data Center (NCEDC) provides a double-
difference earthquake catalog [Waldhauser and Schaff , 2008; Waldhauser, 2009], which is assumed to be com-
plete down to M=1.5 since 1984 along the studied segments of the San Andreas, Calaveras, and Hayward
fault systems (supporting information). Major fault segments appear as subvertical strike-slip faults, and their
recorded earthquake hypocenters can be clearly distinguished from events occurring along the surrounding
seismogenic structures. According to the geometry of the surface traces of the San Andreas, Calaveras, and
Hayward faults [Field et al., 2014], we select M≥1.5 earthquakes in narrow bands of 7 km wide down to focal
depths of 20 km from 1984 to 2015. Then, we classify these events according to their position along the faults
using an overlapping sliding window with steps of 0.2 km and a length of 40 km. For each fault segment, we
study the earthquake size distribution in two nonintersecting magnitude ranges, [1.5, 2.7]and [2.8, 4.0], using
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the truncated GR law (supporting information). For both magnitude ranges, we compute the corresponding
b-values, bM1.5 and bM2.8, using maximum likelihood method for grouped data in the truncated interval of
magnitude [Aki, 1965; Bender, 1983; Vorobieva et al., 2013]. The b-values are assigned to the mean position
of earthquakes in the current 40 km sliding window. The minimum number of events for the determination
of the b-value is set to 50, but it reaches several hundreds in the [2.8, 4.0] magnitude range and several thou-
sands in the [1.5, 2.7]magnitude range (supporting information). Thus, we analyze the spatial variation of the
long-term b-values with respect to both the distance along the faults and the magnitude range. Furthermore,
we compute the uncertainty of our b-value estimates by bootstrapping in order to identify those areas with
significant change in slope according to sample size.

Along the SAF, the bM1.5-values can be determined almost everywhere, except in two aseismic parts of the
fault along the Peninsula (30–60 km in Figures 1a and 1b) and the Cholame-Carrizo (320–340 km in Figures 1a
and 1b) sections. Meanwhile, the number of M ≥ 2.8 earthquakes allows determination of the bM2.8-values
from the Santa Cruz Mountain to the Parkfield sections (85–310 km in Figures 1a and 1b). Over these 200 km
of active faulting, the bM2.8-value varies by a factor of up to 2. It is about 1.0 ± 0.1 in the Santa Cruz Moun-
tain section (85–130 km in Figures 1a and 1b) and grows up to 1.3 ± 0.1 in the northern segment of the
creeping section (140–190 km in Figures 1a and 1b). Maximum values of 2.1±0.2 are reached along the creep-
ing section south of the junction with the Calaveras fault (190–270 km in Figures 1a and 1b). North of the
Parkfield section (280–310 km in Figures 1a and 1b), the bM2.8-value drops to 1.3± 0.2. All together, Figure 1b
shows positive correlation between the bM2.8-value and the creep rate. Considering only earthquakes down
to a depth of 7 km, this correlation is even more evident [Templeton et al., 2008; Spada et al., 2013; Murray et al.,
2001] (supporting information). In comparison, the bM1.5-value is more stable along the SAF and shows no
clear correlation with the creep rates. The bM1.5-value is 0.7 ± 0.1 along sections with moderate creep rates
but exhibits larger values along both locked (1.0 ± 0.1) and fast creeping sections (0.9 ± 0.1).

Along the Hayward and Calaveras faults, the behaviors of the bM2.8- and bM1.5-values are similar to those
observed along the SAF (Figure 2b). Higher creep rates are associated with larger bM2.8-values, whereas there
is no systematic dependence of the bM1.5-value on creep rate.

Along creeping sections of the SAF and Hayward-Calaveras faults there are significant differences between
the bM2.8 and bM1.5, much larger than their uncertainties, regardless of the sample size (Figures 1b and 2b).
In addition, the earthquake size distributions constructed from catalogs combining all the events occurring
along locked, moderate, and fast creeping sections (Figures 1c–1e, 2c, and 2d) show the same break in the
frequency-magnitude statistics with a much larger number of events (> 200). These results suggest that in
zones of moderate and high creep rates, there is not a single power law continuum extending smoothly across
the entire magnitude range. Instead, there is an apparent break of slope at magnitudes around 2.8.

4. Concluding Remarks

The band-limited study of b-values does not require a priori knowledge about the specific shape of the earth-
quake size distribution. Using two magnitude ranges, our goal is to investigate if a single power law regime
can fully describe seismicity in zones of continuous deformation. Based on this initial assumption, our results
show that locked seismogenic zones generally obey the GR law, whereas creep processes break it down, pro-
moting instead band-limited scaling functions. It can take the form of breaks of slope, but other relationships
could also be tested against the data.

A departure from a single power law regimes in zones of high creep rate was previously observed in California
[Tormann et al., 2014]. It was proposed that fast creep rates occur under low stress conditions for which
microasperities start sliding aseismically. Considering the GR law derived from large events, this could explain
the relative deficit of small earthquakes and the subsequent break of slope in the earthquake size distribu-
tions at lower magnitude ranges (M<2.7). However, this hypothesis is tantamount to assuming that within
these magnitude ranges, the b-value should decrease with increasing creep rates. Our observations do not
support such an hypothesis as the size distributions of M ∈ [1.5, 2.7] earthquakes exhibit the same scaling
behavior along all the locked and creeping sections of the San Andreas, Hayward, and Calaveras faults (blue
symbols in Figure 3). On the opposite, the scaling behavior of M ∈ [2.8, 4] earthquakes varies significantly
and shows the same positive correlation with creep rate along all the different faults (red symbols in Figure 3).
We conclude that creeping and locked segments obey the same scaling law over lower magnitude ranges but
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Figure 3. Dependence of the slope of earthquake size
distribution on creep rate. The b-values in two consecutive
magnitude ranges, [1.5, 2.7] (blue) and [2.8, 4.0] (red), along the
SAF (circles) and the Hayward-Calaveras faults (crosses). The
dashed circle contains six points from the transition zone
between fast creeping and locked segments in the south of San
Andreas (supporting information) and one point from Calaveras
where there is a single creep measurement strongly exceeding
other measurements in this area.

that there is a deficit of large events along
creeping segments as seismic ruptures are
less likely to propagate in zone of continuous
deformation.

The intrinsic scale invariance for earthquake
sizes as expressed by the GR law is thought to
result from structural and compositional hetero-
geneities combined with a variety of interacting
physical/chemical processes [Ben-Zion, 2008].
Nevertheless, using the diversity of slip behav-
iors identified along active fault zones (e.g.,
tremor, low-frequency earthquakes, slow slip
events, and silent earthquakes), it was shown
that these events exhibit different scaling and
spectral properties [Ide et al., 2007] than earth-
quakes. As these two different expressions of
along-fault deformation are likely to interact
with one another, it is not surprising to observe
changes in earthquake size distribution in zones
where various slip behaviors coexist [Wei et al.,
2013]. Moreover, creep accommodates a signifi-
cant amount of deformation at large length and
time scales, so that it is efficient in increasing the
number of small magnitude events and at mod-
ulating large-scale seismic activity. Our results

suggest that the integrated response along the SAF and Hayward-Calaveras faults is a break of slope in the
earthquake size distribution and its positive dependency on creep rate.

In addition to scaling exponents, limits of power law regimes can provide useful insight in earthquake physics.
Here we show that breaks of slope in earthquake size distributions occur for magnitudes between 2.5 and 3.0.
Such a characteristic magnitude is independent of creep rate (Figures 1d, 1e, and 2d) and may be translated
into a characteristic length scale of 300 m using classical empirical formula [Wells and Coppersmith, 1994].
Such a length scale is more than 1 order of magnitude smaller than the seismogenic thickness (≈ 10 km),
but on the order of the width of the fault zone damage, where low internal friction, fluid-rock coupling, and
viscous processes may prevent the full range of elastic interactions and then modify the scaling behavior of
larger earthquakes. In the western Alps, Sue et al. [2002] document the same type of earthquake size dis-
tributions with or without breakdown for largest events and use a numerical model for reproducing these
differences depending on the internal friction angle. Such a model and our observations are compatible with
results of laboratory experiments that show that rock samples of the creeping section of the San Andreas Fault
are extremely weak (a friction coefficient 𝜇≈0.1) and exhibit both velocity strengthening frictional behav-
ior and anomalously low rates of frictional healing [Carpenter et al., 2012]. Furthermore, different deformation
regimes caused by changes in material properties with depth, including brittle-ductile transition, may affect
the earthquake size distributions [Mori and Abercombie, 1997; Amitrano, 2003; Amorèse et al., 2010].

Our study on a major continental transform fault shows that in addition to the level of stress, earthquake
size distributions can be used to infer plate coupling and zones of more continuous deformation. This may
be particularly important along subduction zones where various types of slow earthquakes [Ide et al., 2007;
Villegas-Lanza et al., 2016] and changes in b-values are increasingly reported [Nishikawa and Ide, 2014]. In
such places, which exhibit more than a single power law regime, the identification of break of slopes in the
earthquake size distributions may also contribute to better assessment of earthquake hazards.
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